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Motivation

I Sequence tagging techniques can effectively recognize entity
mentions that consist of contiguous tokens and do not overlap
with each other.

I However, in practice, there are many domains, such as the
biomedical domain, in which there are nested, overlapping, and
discontinuous entity mentions that cannot be directly
recognized by conventional sequence tagging models.

I We review the existing methods which are revised to tackle
complex entity mentions, and discuss some directions that we
are exploring.

Token-level Approach

Based on conventional sequence tagging, with expanded BIO
tag set or specialized strategies.
[1] used additional position indicators to represent
discontinuous and overlapping entity mentions, which is shown
in the following example. (Weaknesses: high ambiguity level.
For example, this example can be decoded as having three
mentions: ‘intense pelvic pain’, ‘back pain’ and ‘pain’.)

Sentence-level Approach

Instead of predicting the tag for each token, sentence-level
approach predicts directly a combination of entity mentions
within a sentence.
Lu and Roth [2] proposed a novel hypergraph to compactly
represent possible nested mentions in one sentence, and one
sub-hypergraph of the complete hypergraph can therefore be
used to represent a combination of mentions in the sentence.
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This hypergraph
representation encodes two
mentions: ‘University of
Sydney’ and ‘Sydney’. Each
path starts with node of type
A and ends with node of type
X. It can represent one
mention if it includes node of
type I.

Complex Entity Mentions

Examples involving overlapping, discontinuous and nested
entity mentions:

... activation of the HIV-1 enhancer following ...

Virus: HIV-1 

DNA: HIV-1 enhancer

a)

In (a), ‘HIV-1 enhancer ’ and ‘HIV-1 ’ are nested entity
mentions.

... had intense pelvic and back pain ...

ADE: back pain 

ADE: intense pelvic pain

b)

In (b), two Adverse Drug Events (ADEs): ‘intense pelvic pain’
and ‘back pain’ overlap, meanwhile, ‘intense pelvic pain’ is a
discontinuous mention.

Proposed Directions

I Combine neural network models with previous mentioned
hypergraph representation.

I Sequence-to-sequence: Single encoder + multiple decoders.
I Active learning: Annotate dataset with complex mentions, solve

the lack of training data issue.
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